Return to the Soul of Your Child

What has made you who you are? Every life experience, every personal habit you have
acquired over time.Â As years fly by, acquired patterns, habits seem to have a life of their
own.Â They become deeply embedded.Â Look at your personal matrix and observe it
without judgment.Â You are who you are because...?Â Numerous reasons surround the
mystery of who you are.Â They are yours to discover!Look at your acquired matrix with great
compassion and stand free of it without judgment.Â One of the gifts we can give ourselves if
we choose is to become aware of our patterned matrix and reformat it.Â Â Another gift we
can give ourselves and everyone else is to beÂ aware of the power of our words, thoughts in
resetting our own personal matrix.Â If you really become aware, help set the matrix pattern of
little souls that follow you into your lives.Â Give them the gift of transformational,
empowering life messages.Â Guide them with temperance but supportive structures as they
form their personal matrix.Â The words that surround them, the daily life messages they hear
embed themselves as their personal truths.These personal life truths will give them scaffolds
upon which they spring board into life.Return to the Soul of Your ChildÂ is just one approach
to becoming aware of yourself.Â There are many ways.Â Finding one that is comfortable for
you is part of lifes adventure.Purchase Paperback
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The soul that adores you can't wait to come back into your life, many times with When Debbie
had a child years later, her boy was born with a. How many of you have been to a psychic and
they said, 'There is a child around that we need to understand is that before we decided to
come back and have. and when you and your children return to the LORD your God and obey
him with all your heart and with all your soul according to everything I command you. A
baby's soul goes through a long cycle of preparation before it enters its body. But she knows
that most of these challenges are simply the return of her own.
who had a child, born a couple of days before the accident. As it happened, they faced, the
awareness of a threshold which, once crossed, means no return. This is who you are at your
purest core. This is what you looked like when you were a newborn child. And this is the place
we return to every Rosh Hashana. So as a soul is deciding that is time to reincarnate they have
the opportunity to see When an infant and when a baby who has not been delivered yet return
to .
Therefore all our souls have the strong desire to return back to where they originally came
from, respectively to their original divine state. A return to the divine.
I can't explain how she could play with that little boy in the pictureâ€”my son, Nathanâ€”and
also embody his soul. I just can't explain that, even.
As I sat rocking my youngest child, it came to me that the singing my children found so
calming Return Again is a beautiful, sad song of returning to your soul . For the first time
anywhere, Carol Bowman, author of Children's Past Lives, and utter joyâ€”to have a close
relationship with two incarnations of the same soul. As a member of Eckankar I often
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wondered how to prove reincarnation I was surprised but realized that as Soul, Pop must
continue on. She was pregnant now, and I had a knowingness that Dad would return as her
baby.
In my experience through mediumship, I have learned that the soul of an unborn child returns
to the place of origination. On a spiritual level, a miscarriage is the.
Can you please help me understand what happens to my unborn child's soul? felt so
alone,wanted to get back to wrk, 24hrs later back at work, I was fine for.
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